
Writing Life

Postcards
FROM THE WRITER'S BLOCK

By Joanne Brokaw

The I4th is my least favorite day of the month, because I know that in the
next 24 hours I will need to produce two columns, and that precisely at mid-
night on the I3th my brain will empty itself of every creative idea I've had in
the last three weeks, leaving me with a blank screen that taunts me as the clock
ticks closer and closer to deadline.

The best things I've ever written were truly in-
spired. Sometimes, an idea conies completely out
of the blue and pours onto the page, fully
formed and grammatically correct. It's an
other-worldly magic that readers notice
and respond to.

Most times, though, I'm wracking my
brain for weeks trying to come with col-
umn ideas that are interesting and funny,
and not about office supplies or duct tape.

Despite what Steve Martin says, I think writer's
block is a bona fide medical ailment (although my HMO
disagrees). I know it leaves me with anxiety, ragged
cuticles, and more than the usual handfuls of hair in
the shower drain.

The cure for writer's block, of course, is to write
something. Anything. Just get the words flowing. My
favorite cure for writer's block is free writing, where
you set a timer for ten minutes and write whatever
comes to your mind until the buzzer goes off. In those
ramblings will be an idea that will unstop the creative
dam.

Here is a free writing exercise I did today: Timer
set—Go!

What was I thinking deciding to
become a writer? I could make more
money and get free coffee if I worked
at Starbucks. And I'd be able to get
dressed once in a while rather than just

waking up, changing sweatpants, and putting my hair
in a ponytail, because no one sees me all day ex-

cept the dog and the mailman. How does the
mailman get his own mail? Is it addressed

to "Jimmy at the Post Office" or does it
get delivered to his house? And does he
deliver it or does someone else? Does

it ever get all squished and ripped or de-
livered to the wrong house, which happens

on our street every time Jimmy goes on vaca-
tion? How hard is it to deliver the mail to the right

house? I mean, the number is right there on the porch
in big red letters. Don't mailmen have to take a test
or something to make sure they know their numbers?
I wouldn't want to be a mailman. Too much walking,
although 1 suppose that I'd finally lose some weight.
You ever sec a fat mailman? If I really had to get ajob I
might like to work at the zoo, but only if I can feed the
seals. I'd make them clap their flippers like they •were
applauding as 1 throw fish to them all day long. 13ut
with my luck I'd get a job picking up elephant dung,
which is why I'll stick to writing. Although it would
be nice to have someone around all day who would
applaud whenever I wrote a coherent sentence.

Timer off—Stop!
See? That spurred ideas about the postal service

and seal training, which isn't really helpful for a col-
umn about writing. But it is one way to cure writer's
block that doesn't require alcohol. ̂
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